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ORANGE COUNTY GOVERNMENT DEPLOYS INTELLIGENT ANALYTIC ENGINE 

TO ENHANCE PUBLIC SAFETY, BUSINESS ANALYTICS 

Pilot project enables county to leverage facial recognition on existing surveillance cameras  

to be proactive with captured video events 

 

LAS VEGAS – March 27, 2012 – Next Level Security Systems, a developer of a new breed of 

unified, networked security solutions, today announced Orange County, Fla., has deployed 

NextDetect, a next-generation analytic engine with robust facial recognition capabilities, to 

increase public safety and improve municipal operations for area residents, employees and 

visitors. Orange County, which deployed the NLSS Gateway and Next Level RMS in 2011, is 

piloting the use of NextDetect at multiple locations. 

Orange County, Fla., is a dynamic region with more than 1.2-million residents and a renowned 

tourist destination that is home to Walt Disney World Resorts, Universal Studios Orlando, Sea 

World and the Orange County Convention Center. It leverages a significant amount of cameras to 

maintain a high-level of safety and streamline communications across its infrastructure. With an 

extensive surveillance network installed across hundreds of county facilities, captured video 

footage has been mostly valuable for forensic purposes. With the addition of NextDetect, Orange 

County transforms its video into proactive surveillance.  

 

“Orange County is committed to providing the highest possible level of public safety and we are 

always looking for new technology that enables us to do more with less,” said Peter Miller, Chief 

Security Officer, Orange County. “The sheer size of our surveillance network makes manual 

monitoring a constant challenge. Our goal is be as proactive as possible with our resources. The 

most significant advantage we have experienced with this platform is that we can obtain a variety 

of state of the art analytics, below the regular price point of standard video management systems.” 



 

NextDetect is an add-on service that works with the NLSS Gateway, a unified security 

management platform that integrates IP video management, IP access control, video analytics and 

intrusion detection, into one platform. The robust face capture and detection features integrated 

into the Gateway uses distributed processing at the appliance level and in the cloud with Next 

Level Remote Management Services. This unique approach allows the system to search for 

known individuals across multiple cameras and unified security platforms. Once an image is 

stored in the system, it will search for matches against captured faces and notify users through 

alerts (email or mobile) that a match is confirmed.  

 

“The architecture of the system works perfectly for this type of application since the processing is 

distributed to the Gateways and fed from the cloud,” said Peter Jankowski, Chairman and 

President, Next Level Security Systems. “From a user perspective, NextDetect is like having an 

extra set of eyes available to review video to allow users, such as Orange County, to be more 

proactive with the video they are already capturing on a daily basis.” 

 

About Next Level Security Systems 

Next Level Security Systems is a physical security company delivering a new breed of unified 

networked security technologies. The NLSS Gateway, Next Levelʼs flagship product, is an award-

winning, IP-based security management platform that integrates video management, access 

control, video analytics and remote management into a single appliance. It is successfully used in 

the retail, commercial, education, transportation and government markets. All of Next Levelʼs 

products, sold through distribution worldwide, combine the performance, sophistication and 

functionality of enterprise-class security systems into a compact, unified and affordable solution. 

For more information, visit http://www.nlss.com. 
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